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Officer Recommendations 

1. To note that the Parish Council has switched to white diesel only as per the recent 
legislation change and government advice.  

2. To note the increase in operational fuel costs and any budgetary impacts. 
3. To note that the increases will impact general reserves at the end of the financial year. 
4. To agree that the current method of receiving fuel (Option A as below) should continue 

with SBC. 
5. For the Head of POST to enquire with SBC about fuelling the whole fleet of vehicles and 

closing the Allstar fuel cards.  
  
Background  
Officers provided an update on the escalating costs of fuel and impact on the Council’s budget 
at Parks & Open Spaces Committee on 14th June 2022.  At this meeting Councillors requested 
further analysis of the current fuel cards. 
 
Recap 
Following on from new government legislation red diesel now has restricted use on all 
horticultural and agricultural machinery. The ethos behind the legislation changes is that use of 
fuels (any diesels) that are damaging to the environment should not be supplemented by 
reduced fuel levies. There are some grey areas, for example, the advice given is that if the 
works are being done on roadside verges, then red diesel could be used. However, it is not 
permitted for use on public open spaces. As there is a mixture of grounds maintenance work 
required it is not possible to keep changing the types of fuels. 
Swindon Borough Council (the Parish Council’s current supplier for diesel) has opted to only 
provide white diesel and no longer offers red diesel. Other third-party contractors have 
confirmed that the same method has been applied to save upon storage and to keep the 
process clear for staff.  
The Head of Parks & Open Spaces has consulted with other parish councils, the majority of 
which have made the switch to white diesel for ease of usage. Most works carried out within the 
parish are in public open spaces, so this wouldn’t warrant the use of red diesel.  
 
Financial impact  
Budget code: Grass Cutting Fuel (4523/307) 
An invoice for diesel in July 2021 was £277.00 and the invoice received for June 2022 is 
£1,236.17. The cost per litre has gone from £0.32 to £1.62. 
This is an increase of 406% and the budget for Month 3 is 58.7% spent. Please note that this 
includes Months 1 (April) and 2 (May) invoices only as Swindon Borough Council invoice in 
arrears.  
The overall budget is £3,040.00 which is projected at the current rate to last until the end of 
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July. The amount budgeted back in October/November 2021 included an additional £1,000 
contingency and reflected the Council’s desire to reduce some cutting areas for encourage 
wildflower and biodiversity.  
 
Vehicle Fleet Fuel (4506/307) 
The Council’s fleet of vehicles (excluding the community bus) is currently at a total of seven. 
These are all diesel fuelled and have been subjected to fuel price increases of the past few 
months.  
 
However, two of the vehicles will switch to electric, they are on order and expected in a few 
months’ time, which will reduce the projected expenditure, as previously stated the cost of the 
diesel has soared. Again, there will be an impact on the amount of electric that is used to offset 
against the diesel costs which will be analysed by the Finance Officer/Deputy RFO in due 
course. 
 
The fleet fuel is currently purchased using a fuel card which does provide a discount compared 
to the ‘pump price’. For illustration the latest invoice for diesel purchased on 20 June 2022 was 
charged at £1.60 per litre when the average ‘pump price’ (according to the RAC) was £196.36. 
 
Compact Mini Sweeper (4506/307) 
The sweeper is a relatively new service and part of the Council’s enhanced grounds 
maintenance service introduced permanently in 2022.  Due to the infancy of the service a cost 
comparison is not yet possible.  
The fuel invoices received in April and May for the street sweeper totalled £1,021.17 which 
covered two month’s use. We had budgeted £1,750.00 for the year – estimated at £146 per 
month.  Therefore, the current budget will be spent within 3.5 months and we can broadly 
estimate the budget will be overspent by £4,377.00 subject to further price hikes and/or 
operational changes. 
 
Budget code: Tools (4523/307) 
Fuel powered tools have not received as much of an impact as the usage is significantly lower 
due to the introduction of electric handheld machines. 
 
Summary financial impact 
The extent of escalating fuel costs was not known in October/November 2021. An increase for 
the vehicle fleet was applied at the time with an additional £1,000 contingency (£5,000 to £7,850). 
These increased costs were for the enhanced grounds maintenance service (£1,750 for street 
sweeper fuel for example) and known cost of living increases at the time. Evidently it wasn’t 
enough.  
 
 Budget  Budget pm Actual pm Projected 

actual to 
31.03.22 

Variance 

Fuel Grass 
(2 ride on 
mowers) 

£3,040 £434 £891.58 £6,241.06 £3,201.06 
(A) 
 

Fuel Vehicles  
(7 excludes 
bus) 

£6,100 
(£7,850-
£1,750) 

£508 £677.22 £8,126.64 £2,026.64 
(A) 

Fuel Street 
Sweeper 

£1,750 £146 £510.58 £6,126.96 £4,376.96 
(A) 

(A) = Adverse. 
 

The budget will continue to be monitored regularly and consideration of possible virements 
(movement of funds from one budget to another) may be possible.  



 

 
The Finance Officer recommends at least 5% to year two and three. It will be a judgement call 
based on rate of increases later this year.  
 
 
Fuel Card/Supply Options 

A) To proceed with SBC fuel supply at Waterside – charged monthly by invoice for the 
compact mini sweeper and grass cutting machines.  

B) As above and confirm with SBC if we can get all fleet fuel as well from Waterside rather 
than going to petrol pumps and using Allstar.  Considerations to this are:  

a. Potentially saves time queuing at public petrol pumps 
b. Reduces fuel usage as vehicles already travel daily for tipping, washing down 

and collecting fuel for the mowers.  
c. No fuel card fees and it could be argued, easier to monitor than current Allstar 

invoicing system (reconciling against receipts and invoices) 
C) To obtain our own fuel container that is refilled by an external company to be housed at 

the new Grounds Maintenance Facility. Considerations for this are: 
a. Planning permission (just granted) may need to be amended and permission 

applied for 
b. The siting of a container was not included in the original plans so there may be 

space constraints 
c. Reaction from allotment holders having fuel in a public site 
d. More convenient; however, may not be any more economical than going to a 

recognised fuel station.  
e. There is a saving on the cost of the overall product, but this is absorbed by 

delivery costs.  
f. There are also implications for storage in line with H&S, security and paying for 

licences. 
D) To add additional cards to the existing Allstars fuel account for the mowers and mini 

compact sweeper.  All fuel will be on account. Considerations to this are: 
a. Cost of fuel will be at supermarket prices  
b. Card fees of £7.50 per month.  
c. Also there is a H&S risk of movers and sweeper being in a public fuel station.  

 
E) No fuel required. It is acknowledged that our long-term aspiration is to switch all 

machinery and vehicles to electric technology but this is not possible currently due to 
market availability and what our requirements are (for example electric rid on mowers 
are not suitable for road licenses and need to be towed to cutting location).  
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